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Performance of Flash ADCs in the 100 MHz Range
I. Test Bench and Preliminary Results
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Abstract 62.5 MHz. AI the very least, trigger info_m,,t;(n't ,,'ill _ccd

to be gathered at this rate. In conjunction with the
design of a compensating scintillator plate calorimeter, we

We describe a systematic study of the performance of have begun an investigation of devices capzble of digit-
commercially available Flash ADCs in the 1130Megas- izing the analog signals produced by :_ ,/e,_:_ at ,,._'
ample per second range, wllich might be suitable for use rates. In particular, we report on ec, _mercially available
at the Superconducting Super Collider. Performance Flash A/D converters in the 100 Megasample per second
characteristics are measured using a CAJ4AC based test range. Ali of the devices we report on here use 8.bits to
bench which is described. Among the FADC performance specify the digital value. However, it should be noted
characteristics reported are linearity, differential linearity that for a given application dynamic ranges greater than
and the effective number of bits. This paper is the first 7,55:1can be achieved using non.linear c(,tlv¢;:;ie;t curves.
in a series of reports to be presented within the next year In order to perform these investigations, we have
as our tests continue, developed a CAMAC.based test bench along with the

appropriate software. Our testing pro:e',rc fcl;>v'_ t,:"
guidelines given in IEEE Std 1057, "IEEE Trial.use

INTRODUCTION Standard for Digitizing Waveform Recorders."
In the following sections we de.scribe the test bench

As presently designed, beams at the Superconducting hardware and software and present preliminary results on
Super Collider will collide once every 16 nsec. Thus it three commercially available FADCS, the Analr_, Devices
may be nece..ssaryto collect data ax a comparabie ra_¢, i.¢. ADg002, the Sony CXZ0116 and tlxcS_,_,' :.. _.i ;;,:,

' DISTRIBUTION OF TI-',tIStDC,.,UI'AENT tS UNLIMITED



TEST BENCH DF.,SCRIPTION permitting access with any standard E,EC-sup[_ricd
terminals. Graphic routines are based on the GKS start.

A. Hardware dard and support interactive printint,_ oi t/.raphics outt_,_
on a Postscript printer and interac_i',; storage co G!_.:,

A block diagram of our test bench hardware con- metafiles.
figuration is shown in figure 1. A VAXstation 3100 [1] Software access to the bus devices attached to the
running VMS controls and monitors the test bench. GPIB bus is via a set of routines based on a standard
Communication between the computer and the test bench library supplied with the IOtech SCSI/GPIB _nterface.
is via the SCSI port. A Sl:Sl to CAMAC crate controller Readout and control of the CAMAC ts done using
[2] provides communication with a single CAMAC crate routines which emulate a subset of the standard NII_,I_._
containing two special purpose CAMAC boards. The bus ONE CAMAC library.
conve_'ter [3] allows GPIB communication with a function For a typical test, the user will h,ave nne w_ndnw
generator [4], synthesized _ignal generator 15] and a digital listing the options avail._blc, another _i_,,r,_'?:'r:,,",'_,',''
oscilloscope [6]. The function and signal generators and the test results, and a third window to display graphi-
provide input signals to the FADC units, cal output. Information messages and alarms are dis-

A special clock generator board built for this test played on top of these windows.
bench provides trigger and clt_ck signals to the FADC
unit. Ten discrete values of the clock signal provided to TEST PROCEDURES
the FADC are available in the range 20 .140 MHz.
Extension to lower values is possible. This allows us to As mentioned above, our tests are based on the
test devices with dynamic ranges wider than those cur- IEEE trial standard Std 1057 arid we refer the reader to
rently available at high sampling frequencies. Both "VI'L that document for details. In what follows we give a brief
and ECL signals are available from this board, description of these tests.

ta_ w_t _ ._r-'-t-a _f .,.,,, __ _,___ A. Gain and Offset

[./___..'_LI"_ --- The gain and offset for a FADC can be measured

,'l_ " ,,t,, ,_ _ _ independently by comparing the output signal to the input

! ,_,, _t to the input signal, and lhc offset, an additional additive

___. ,. factor applied to the input, so as to minimize the mcan
squared deviation between the two signals. For an ideal
device the gain is 1.000 and there is no offset. A static

|_l'_'-" "'*_ ,t,, determination of these quantities is made using a series of
,_.__-_l_q__ ' '_t_' programmable dc levels. A dynamic determination is
'""' ] [ [_[ [__ll made by using about four c)'cles of a single sine wave

input whose peak.to-peak amplitude covers the input
range of the FADE under test.

B. Linearity
Figure 2 -. EvaluationBoard Adapter

The differential and integral nonlinearity also are
determined using the programmable dr: levt.I i_q__t.s The
differential non-linearity is the normalized diflerence in

The second special board is designed to house an the gain corrected measured range of input signals which
FADC evaluation unit. In some cases these are available yield a given output code and the expected, or "ideal',
from the chip manufacturers and in others we must design value of this range. The normalization is to the "ideal"
our own. This board also contains 1 kilobyte of fast 12 value, or "code bin width'. The same quantity is also
bit memory to store the FADC output prior to reading determined using a triangular wave input asynchronous t_
via CAMAC. A block diagram of this board is given in the -"ock signal so that ali input values are sampled. A
Figure 2. perfect FADC has a differential non.linearity of 0.

The integral nonlinearity is computed .as the m_tx_
B. Software mum difference between the "ideal" and measured code

transitions, after correcting for gain and offset, as a
The test bench software consists of a set of program percentage of the full scale output value. We u._ethe dc-

modules which perform the individual tests. The user level inputs to determine this quantity and a related
interface uses the DEC screen management utility (SMG), quantity, the maximum static error. The maximum static
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error does not correct for gain and offset in comparing this data. This quantity is defined as the number of
the transition levels and is not reported below, digitized bits less the log z (actual rms error/the "ideal"

quantization error) The ac, ual rm_ e,'rc,r is d,,_,-,'mir_,,¢
C. Signal.to-noise and Effective Number of Bits for a given sine wave after gain and offset corrections arc

applied, The "ideal" quantization error assumes the rms

The sine wave data used to make a dynamic deter- error of a uniform distribution (bin widthL]12). For an
ruination of the gain and offset also are used to determine ideal device the number of digitized bits and the effective
other characteristics of the FADC. The rms noise is number of bits are identical.

obtained from comparing the best fit of the sine wave to
the measured data points. The signal-to-noise ratio is the PRELIMINARY RESULTS
rms signal (peak amplitude/d2) divided by the rms noise.

The peak error is the largest term contributing to the rms In Table I, w¢ show tlm |_crforrr_:m,.c _.,_:u,t_ l;_t;<+
. noise divided by three times the sample standard devia- for the thr_ devices mentioned pleviously. "fhtzc

rien. preliminary results were taken at the one sampling
The effective number of bits also is determined from frequency listed for each of the devices.

z

FLash Ai)C AD9002 CXA I 176 CX20116

- Manufacturer Analog D_viecs Sony
AdvertL_ed Maximum 125 300 110

Rate (MSPS)

Ckxk Rate for 30.0 80.0 20.0
Measurcmcnts(M ! lz)

Gain

- Slat ic 0.995 0,994 0.996

Dynamic 0.983 0.989 0.995
Differential

Non.lJneartty

Sine Wave 0.300 !,000 0./¢00

Triangle Wave 02)7 not measured 0,559

- Inlegra! Non-Lineartty 0,576 0.6,18 0,333

Sigrml,to.Nois¢ Rat_o 168.1 156.0 202,5
_" EfFective Number of 7,271 6.9B8 7.405- Bits

Table 1 -- Preliminary Results
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FUTURE TESTS approval or recommendation of the product by Iowa State
_ University or the O. S. Department of Energy to the exclusion of

In the future wc will use multiple sine wave inputs others that may be suitai_le.

to investigate time base errors and report on the aperture Notes and References
uncertainty and fixed errors in the settling time. Paramet-

_ ers such as analog input bandwidth, settling times, random [1] DEC, SMG, VAXstation, and VMS are licen_d trademarks-__=_

noise, the word error rates, slew rates, and absolute of the Digital Equipment Corporation, Cambridge, Ma.;,;.
overvoltage recovery will be given.

We will also present a mote thorough summary of [2] Jorway Model 73 SCSI Bus Crate Controller.
results as a function of sampling frequency for a large set Jorway Corporation, Westbury, New York.
of commercially available FADCs. As new dcvice_ under
development are made available to us, we will test these [3] IOtech SCSI 488/13 Bus Controller.

- as weil. IOtech Inc., Cleveland, Ohio.

- [4] Hewlett.Packard Model IIP3314A Function Generator.
ltewlett.Packard Corp., Everett, Washington.
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DISCLAIMER

This report was preparedas an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, traoemark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, re.com-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereoL The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.
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